
CHAPTER 9: THE SINNER LADY

– August 1st, 1993 --

The churn of the ocean washed the air around the bluffs until it was 

soft as satin. There was fog everywhere, all over the place. Milton had 

fallen in with a bad crowd for a short time. Chatting busily, he and his 

new friends walked into Grandpa’s like they owned the place. They didn’t; 

Grandpa was a real person, and he wasn’t even that old, his beard still the

color of rotting wood and curled with tendrils of hand-rolled cigarette 

smoke.

“Why do they put wax on surfboards?” Milton asked. Everyone politely 

ignored him. Milton tried again. 

“Why do you surf?” he asked plaintively. 

“You’d be better off asking how, little man,” said AWOL, which was his

actual name. AWOL was a huge kid, strong and tan, with an equally oversize 

grin and an endless supply of branded T-shirts. 

“Okay, how.”

“Okay, you get into your wetsuit and you pee into it. That keeps you 

warm. Plus urine is, like, clean actually, you can drink it if you pour it 

through a cloth.”

“I don’t know that that’s true,” Milton said. The four of them – 

Milton, AWOL, and two guys who followed AWOL around and surfed better than 



him – were browsing the records at Grandpa’s, which were all scratched. 

Most of them were somehow the fault of Frank Zappa. 

“Well, then, Milt,” said AWOL, “you should try it. And let us know. 

You don’t want to pee in your suit, OK, that’s optional, but your balls 

will freeze. Eventually you won’t be able to have kids.”

Milton frowned. “A wetsuit is a really expensive urinal,” he said. 

“How would you know?” AWOL said, laughing in a big-guy way. “Have you 

ever bought a urinal? OK, so then you wax up your surfboard, just like in 

the Beach Boys songs. I almost never do this, but I am sure a guy like you 

would. You can buy this really expensive wax and just make it all gleaming.

Then you paddle out when the tide is right, which is always at some 

fucking-sucks time in the morning, or else when I have class, that I don’t 

attend.” AWOL wasn’t skipping class, either. Attendance wasn’t mandatory at

Johnny’s school.

“Do you remember when you were a kid and your dad would hoist you up 

on his shoulders?” AWOL asked. 

“Sure.”

“OK, well, riding a wave is like that. You’re jumping onto the wave 

right at the shoulderbone so it can carry you along. You’ve got to get your

speed up at first, and you have to jump on smoothly, and then .it happens.”…

“What?”



“The wave takes over and you’re its passenger. That’s the spiritual 

part of surfing, right there, that feeling of this huge force over which 

you have no control, that you’re, like, a guest of.”

“How do you know if you’re swimming fast enough?” Milton asked, 

unwilling to go the distance with anyone else on spiritual matters after 

what had happened at the Inn.

“You feel the current mellow out with your legs as they’re dangling,” 

said AWOL’s buddy Tanzee, who was not teased for his name growing up 

because Oberstville was too small for serious bullying. 

“Yeah,” AWOL said, nodding, “and you know, it’s all relative, you sort

of beat the wave to the part where it starts cresting.”

The other friend, Nick, was holding up a copy of Miles Smiles as if he

had serious and noble intentions. “It’s a feel thing,” he said to Milton. 

Nick had a lot of freckles and his hair was bleached-out by the sun. His 

hair was the same color as his freckles at this point. He was one of those 

wiry kids whose elbows are bigger than their forearms.

Everybody was pretending not to notice the beautiful girl behind the 

counter. Her name was Jaspar, last name Delacroix, and she didn’t give a 

shit about surfing. When Nick teased out the jazz record from its weary 

case, she said, “You break it, you bought it, Nick.”

“What’s good, Jaspar? What’s new?” AWOL asked, swinging his face 

around to give her the big grin. 



“I don’t know. You fuckers telling – sorry, what’s-your-name-anyway-

you-fuckers telling this dude that you’re these big surfers, still, when 

you’re really skaters lately. You know. Skater trash.”

This was true. Part of the reason they were skaters is that surfers 

and skaters are always overlapping crowds. Skateboards were illegal, sort 

of, in Oberstville. You could get a ticket or something. The sheriff 

department officers yelled at kids on their skateboards for ruining the 

sidewalks and terrifying the pedestrians. 

AWOL liked to talk about the way skateboarding really got going, which

was via drained swimming pools in the grungy parts of Southern California. 

This was during a drought when the swimming pools were too expensive to 

maintain. Which brings us to the question: what, exactly, is a swimming 

pool?

It’s a small, domesticated ocean. You could see the ocean from most of

the swimming pools in some Southern California counties. The ocean was 

temperamental, cold, and slimy with algae. The swimming pools shimmered in 

the sunlight, their depths clear as chlorine, light dancing in lattices on 

the bottom. Drain the pool and the tanners and chaise-lounges disappear; 

the white outdoorsy furniture gets thrown in garages. There were all these 

giant, empty sinks gaping at the sky. You could see them as a visitor to LA

touching down in an airplane, and they looked strange, like craters. 



You could skate in them with the right equipment until the owners saw 

you, chased you away. Sooner or later that was inevitable, and the skaters 

knew how to book it, running faster than the drowsy claw of the law could 

reach. They could pack up their music and beer in seconds, and they could 

start all over within the hour, somewhere else formerly quiet, now all 

alive, thrumming with reggae and punk, as if the lifestyle came with kits. 

Instant Skater Heaven. Just Remove Water.

Nick brought Miles Smiles over to Jaspar to get her opinion. 

“Are you buying it just for you, or for all you boys after one of your

epic days?” she asked. Milton was very glad to be included in “you boys.”

“Like, for all of us,” Nick said.

“OK, then, I’ll tell you what,” Jaspar said. “You all need something 

dirtier. Nastier. More sweaty and primal. Something that feeds the wolf 

inside you. Am I right?”

“Are we still talking about jazz here?” asked AWOL, trying out some 

innuendo.

“AWOL, get over here,” said Jaspar. “I have some good news for you.”

He went over to the counter and she leaned over, whispering, “You can 

just take the record. I’m serious. Grandpa doesn’t have the mob connections

everybody thinks he has, nor does he know what’s in stock or what.”

AWOL looked in surprise at Jaspar, then at Nick. Jaspar was giving a big 

magazine-cover smile to all of them.  AWOL called Nick over.



“We have a very good possibility, Nick, regarding the record that 

you’re intending to buy,” he said. “It can be purchased for absolutely 

nothing as long as we do right by this young lady and sneak it out 

carefully.”

Nick scrunched up his features in conspiracy. “Are you fucking serious?” he

said, pacing in place, like a football player in a huddle. 

“Yes, I am totally fucking serious,” replied AWOL, “but you should 

watch your language.”

“Okay, then what we’re going to do is, we’re going to look through 

these records again and find something worth stealing,” said AWOL. “Milton,

Tanzee, I know you weren’t consulted about this. If you want out, you just 

say so. Otherwise you’re a part of this too.” Jaspar turned away, smiling, 

and began totaling up receipts for purchased Zig-Zags.

Tanzee was in. Milton, who had never shoplifted before, was excited by

the possibility of doing it with the counter-girl’s approval. It felt like 

it was the right amount of dangerous. Plus, he didn’t really have time to 

think about it before his thinking was interrupted by Tanzee’s frenzied 

whisper: “I think I have something. She said dirtier, nastier, right? Well 

look at this.”

It was a copy of Bitches Brew by Miles Davis, and Tanzee had it open 

to where there was a full page of psychedelic painting, including a naked 

woman and another naked woman who had angel wings and was bright blue. 



“I mean, look at this,” Tanzee said. “First of all, it has these 

bitches right here. Second, it’s Miles Davis. Third, it’s probably pretty 

wild if this is the only way he could show what the music sounds like, you 

know, with a whole fucking mural.”

“You don’t really know much about Davis, do you,” said Jaspar. 

“No,” said Tanzee, automatically, as though held by The Lasso of 

Truth.

“Kind of going on name recognition, then, huh?”

“Yeah, kind of.”

“Okay, well why don’t you let AWOL pick out something and in the 

meantime, you all better make it look good by looking like you’re browsing 

and intending to make a purchase. Do you understand me?”

“You know what your problem is, Tanzee?” said AWOL. “You have no 

refinement. The lady wants us to pick something refined but still nasty. 

And I’m going to pick it out and steal it right from under her nose.”

Milton was in over his head, and kept his cool by pretending to look 

closely at a picture of a turtle. The turtle was on the edge of a highway. 

It drooped its eyelids in the dust and looked with ancient fortitude 

at the other side of the highway, determined to make it. Milton was pretty 

sure the truck, which was also pictured, was going to nick the turtle and 

flip it like a coin. He considered whether the creature could right itself 



again, its legs clawing for new traction in the dust, and continue the 

journey. Probably, he decided. 

He turned to the next display, which showed two large Russian nesting 

dolls, with the telltale split in the middle. They were two men, both with 

Beatles haircuts, wearing suits. Milton recognized them from his childhood 

days watching cartoons: John Lennon and Paul McCartney. He grabbed the Paul

– Grandpa’s didn’t seem to have any rules anymore, now that Jaspar had 

abolished them – and opened it. Inside was another Paul McCartney, dressed 

in a sparkling blue suit.

“That’s the Paul from Sgt. Pepper,” Jaspar said needlessly. 

“Everybody here knows that,” Milton said. She reddened and went back 

to her work.

Inside the Paul from Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band was a sad 

troubadour Paul, with big eyes and a little folksy beard. 

“When was this?” he asked Jaspar, to heal the breach. She ignored him,

then said, “The White Fucking Album,” without turning around. Then she did 

turn around and told Milton to keep going, because “it gets weirder,” she 

promised.

At this point AWOL came back with the correct album, The Black Saint 

and the Sinner Lady, by Charles Mingus. “First of all, this dude right 

here, smoking, is The Man,” said AWOL. Jaspar nodded. “And you’re the 

sinner lady, aren’t you?” Jaspar beamed and nodded again.



“You have chosen .wisely,” she said, imitating the end of … Indiana 

Jones.

Milton was done with Paul McCartney – the final doll had been a picture of 

Paul in Wings, a band whose name Milton knew but one he thought he’d never 

heard.

The four of them – AWOL, Tanzee, Nick, and Milton – assembled into a 

clique near the Russian dolls. Together they watched as Milton unscrewed 

and opened John from Sgt. Pepper and found John from the white album, 

staring at them through granny glasses. Then, inside of that, a hairy John 

protesting the Vietnam War. (Despite the beard, of course, this was a small

John compared to the ones before.) On the back side of that doll was Yoko 

Ono, looking saintly. Finally there was a plain John, unassuming, an 

ordinary guy wearing a shirt that said New York City. Milton stared into 

his dark, shaded eyes, unscrewed him at the middle, and out fell a shiny 

gold-tinted bullet.

“So this is a local guy,” said Jaspar, who was still using the 

conspiratorial whisper. “He’s getting really far out with his new stuff. 

Like, that is an exact replica of the bullet that John was shot with, the 

right caliber, everything.”

Milton turned pale. Looking like he’d touched a ghost, he slowly 

replaced the bullet and put every John carefully back together, and then 



replaced the doll on its perch, against the gray whiteout of the fog in the

window. 

“He’s doing new ones,” Jaspar went on. “He’s doing one with Gandhi.”

“I would feel better if we just started shoplifting now,” Milton said.

So the four of them, making a protective circle around The Black 

Saint and the Sinner Lady, snuck it out of Grandpa’s. They slowly shuffled 

until they were far enough away to be unseeable by the actual Grandpa. Then

AWOL felt for the opening of the LP and coaxed out the disc. It had stuff 

taped to the middle, where all the songs were listed.

“They’re all songs about dancers,” Nick complained. “It looks really 

shitty.”

Taped to the middle was a receipt, from Grandpa’s, for the purchase of

the record. A thirty-percent employee discount had been taken. On the back 

of the receipt, Jaspar had written, “Hey! You’re my crush at the moment. If

you want to see me, come to the Harvest Season Party on Saturday night.” 

She listed off the time and place; it was deep in the backlands around 

Oberstville, in the middle of some forest. 

“What are you thinking about, Milton?” AWOL asked. It was the quality 

that marked him out for leadership: he always noticed people having private

conversations with themselves.

“The Paul McCartney doll,” said Milton. “I’m glad Jaspar has a crush 

on you, AWOL. She’s really something.”



AWOL nodded, basking in it. “And what are you thinking about the Paul 

McCartney doll?” he asked.

“That there was nothing inside the final McCartney,” Milton said. AWOL

burst into laughter.

“We have got to get you stoned, man,” said AWOL. “Come with us to this

party.”


